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ABSTRACT 
We determine all similarity preserving linear maps on the space of n X n complex 
matrices and all unitary equivalence preserving linear maps on the space of n X n 
Hermitian matrices. (Sub)majorization preserving linear maps on Hermitian matrices 
are also determined. 
INTRODUCTION 
Concerning linear maps on matrices, much work has been done on the 
problem described generally as follows. Let LX?’ be a space of matrices, and 
Q(A) a quantity or property of matrices A E _GS?. Then determine the 
structure of linear maps Q : d + a? which preserve Q: Q(@( A)) = Q(A), 
A E ~2. Some aspects of this problem were surveyed in [lo], and in particular 
the characterizations of linear maps which preserve a fixed rank were 
established in [ll, 3, 91. Moreover, when R(A, B) is a relation between 
matrices A, B E &, it is interesting to determine all linear maps Cp : d -+ d 
which preserve R [i.e. R(Q(A), Q(B)) holds whenever R(A, B) does]. For 
example, several authors have discussed commutativity preserving linear 
maps on some spaces of matrices (see [6, 14, 71 and references therein). This 
is the case when R( A, B) is “AB = BA.” The purpose of this paper is to 
discuss the problems when R( A, B) is “A is similar to B ” or “A is unitarily 
equivalent to B.” 
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In Section 1 of this paper, we determine all similarity preserving linear 
maps on the space of n x n complex matrices. To do this, we relate the rank 
of a matrix with the dimension of tangent space of its similarity orbit, and 
then apply the structure theorem [ll] for rank 1 preserving linear maps. The 
geometric method using tangent spaces of similarity orbits was employed in 
[4] for studying the spectral variation of matrices. It may be pointed out that 
our result for similarity preserving linear maps has a strong resemblance to 
those in [6, 14, 71 for commutativity preserving ones. In Section 2, unitary 
equivalence preserving linear maps on the space of n X n Hermitian matrices 
are characterized in a similar manner. Furthermore the notions of majorization 
and submajorization ( = weak majorization) between Hermitian matrices are 
very important in matrix theory (see [l, 121). In the final Section 3, we 
consider (sub)majorization preserving linear maps on the space of Hermitian 
matrices. We notice however that majorization preserving linear maps are 
nothing but unitary equivalence preserving ones. Linear maps on Iw” which 
preserve (sub)majorization were discussed in [8] and [l, 521. 
1. SIMILARITY PRESERVING LINEAR MAPS 
Let M,(C) denote the space of all n x n complex matrices. For A E 
M,(C), let tr(A) be the trace of A, rank(A) the rank of A, and At the 
transpose of A. The identity matrix is denoted by I. Let Eij be the matrix 
with 1 in position (i, j) and 0 elsewhere. For A, B E M,(C), we write A S B 
if A is similar to B. For a map Q, from M,(C) into itself, we say that ip 
preserves similarity or 0 is a similarity preserving map if A S B implies 
a( A) 2 Q(B) for every A, B E M,(C). The next theorem characterizes simi- 
larity preserving linear maps on M,(C). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 0: M,(C) -+ M,(C) be a linear map. Then Cp 
preserves similarity if and only if either there exists an A, E M,,(C) such that 
(4 Q(X) = tr(X)A, for all X E M,(C), 
or there exist a nonsingular matrix S and a, /I E C such that @ has one of the 
following forms: 
@(X)=aSXS-‘+Ptr(X)Z fw all X E M,(C), 
(iii) @(X)=(YSX?-‘+Ptr(X)Z for all X E M,(C). 
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The “if” part of the theorem is obvious. To prove the “only if” part, we 
first determine the kernels of similarity preserving linear maps. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let Cp be a similarity preserving linear map on M,(C), and 
ker(@) its kernel. Then either ker(Q) G C Z or ker(@) 2 ker(tr) holds. 
Proof. Since Cp preserves similarity, it follows that ker(@) is invariant 
under any similarity transformation. Suppose an A E ker(@) exists outside 
CZ. By taking the Jordan canonical form of A, we may consider the following 
two cases: 
(a) 
04 A=diag(cu,,~~a,...,o,,), where OLr # ixs. 
In case (a), since 
diag(-l,l,..., l)Adiag(-l,l,..., l)= [H -l O ,r “1, 
we get E,, E ker(Q) and hence Es, E ker(@). In view of 
[; -:I= [: ix: x -:I+[“0 :I- [: 001, 
we get E,, - E, E ker(Qj. In case (b), 
is in ker(Q). Therefore it follows in either case that E,, - Eii E ker(@) for 
2,(i<n. If X=diag(h,,..., A,) and tr(X) = EFziIhi = 0, then 
X = - f: X,(E,,- Eii) E ker(Q). 
i-2 
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For every X E M,(C) with tr(X) = 0, since (X + X*)/2 and (X - X*)/2i 
are unitarily diagonahzable, we have (X + X*)/2,(X - X*)/2i E ker(@), so 
that X E ker(Q,). n 
By Lemma 1.2, it suffices to prove Theorem 1.1 when Q is a similarity 
preserving linear bijection. Indeed, if ker(@) 2 ker(tr), then @ is of the form 
(i) in Theorem 1.1 with A, = n-1O(Z). If ker(@) = CZ, then @(*)+tr(=)Z is 
a similarity preserving linear bijection. 
For each A E M,(C), let 0, be the similarity orbit of A, that is, 
As explained in [2] (also [4]), 0, is a smooth submanifold in M,(C) = C “‘, 
and the tangent space TAO, to 0, at A is given by 
TAO,= {[-%X]:X-f,(C)}, 
where [A, X] = AX - XA. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A E M,(C), and dim(T,QA) be the dimension of TAO, 
over C. Assume A 4 CZ. Then dim(T,oA) = 2n - 2 if rank(A - (YZ) = 1 for 
some a E C, and dim(T,O,) > 2n otherwise. 
Proof. The linear map X c, [A, X] on M,(C) is represented by the 
matrix_ A” = A@ I - Z@A’ in M,z(C) = M,(C) @ M,(C). Hence dim(T,U,) = 
rank(A) from the fact noted above. To show the lemma, we may assume that 
A is a Jordan matrix: 
a1 61 
a2 82 
. . 
A= 
0 
where Si=Oor 1. 
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Then 
A - a,Z 
- 6,Z A - OLJ 
. . 
0 
0 
- 6,_,Z A - a,1 
When 6, = 1 for at least two i, rank(A) >, 2n and rank(A - aZ) > 2 for alI 
(Y E C. When iii = 1 for exactly one i, we can suppose 6, = 1 (so cxr = (~a) and 
a,= ... =a,_, = 0. Then rank(A) = 2n - 2 if all czi = a1 [equivalently 
rank( A - a,Z) = 11, and rank (A”) > 2n otherwise. Finally when all ai = 0, 
rank(A) is equal to the number of (i, j) with (Y~ f aj. Since A P CZ, not all (Y~ 
are equal. Hence rank(A) = 2n - 2 occurs if and only if all CY~ except one are 
equal. n 
LEMMA 1.4. Let Cp be a similarity preserving linear bijection on M,(C). 
Then: 
(1) Q(Z) E CZ. 
(2) Zf A E M,(C) and rank(iP(A)) = 1, then rank( A - NZ) = 1 for some 
aEC. 
Proof. (1): Let @(B) = I. Since ip preserves similarity, @ sends 0, to 
O,= {I}. Hence Us= (B} f rom injectivity of @. This implies B E CZ, so 
that @(I) E CZ. 
(2): Because the similarity preserving property of @ implies Q(TAO)) G 
T Q(A)%(A), it follows from injectivity of @ and Lemma 1.3 that 
dim( T,O,) < dim( TQCAIOQCA)) = 2n - 2. 
Since A G C I by (1) (except the trivial case n = l), the desired conclusion 
follows from Lemma 1.3. w 
LEMMA 1.5. Let n z 3, and @ be a similarity preserving linear bijection 
on M,(C). Let A, B E M,(C) and a, /3 E C. Let X = @(A + aZ) and Y = 
a( B + /?Z ). Zf rank(A) = rank(B) = 1 and rank(X) = rank(Y) = 
rank( X + Y) = 1, then rank( A + B) < 1. 
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Proof. WewriteA=ac*, B=bd*, X=xu*,andY=yv*wherea,c,... 
are nonzero vectors in C n. If { c, d } is linearly dependent, then rank(A + B) 
G 1. So assume that {c, d } is linearly independent. Because @ can be 
replaced by (a(S . S-r) for any nonsingular matrix S, we may assume that 
c = e, and d = e2, where { e, } is the canonical basis for C “. Thus A and B 
are written as follows: 
A=[:: 01, B=[; 1; 01, 
Since @(A+B+(a+P)Z)=X+Y and rank(X+Y)=l, it follows from 
Lemma 1.4(2) that rank( A + B - [Z) = 1 for some 5 E C. Now suppose 
5 # 0, which implies rank(A + B) > 2 because n > 3. Since 
Pl 
62 - 5 
P3 
0 
-5 
0 ’ 
has rank 1, we get a1 = & = t. Because rank( X + Y) = 1 implies that either 
{ r, y } or { u, v} is linearly dependent, there exists a p E C such that p # 0,l 
and rank(X + pY) = 1. Then, from Lemma 1.4(2), rank(A + pB - vZ) = 1 for 
some ~zEC. When q=O, rank(A+pB)=l and hence rank(A+B)<l, a 
contradiction. When n # 0, we get ai = p& = 77 as above, and hence 5 = p.$ 
# 6, a contradiction. Therefore 5 = 0, showing rank(A + B) = 1 as desired. n 
We now prove Theorem 1.1 in the cases when n > 3 and when n = 2 
separately. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (when n z 3). As remarked before, we may assume 
that @ is a similarity preserving linear bijection on M,(C). Furthermore 
Q(Z) = I may be assumed by Lemma 1.4(l). Let 9, be the set of all rank 1 
matrices in M,(C). For each X E 9Z’i, by Lemma 1.4(2) there exist (unique) 
F(X) E 9i and f(X)EC such that V’(X)= F(X)+ f(X)Z. It follows 
from Lemma 1.5 that F(X + Y) = F(X)+ F(Y) if X, Y and X + Y are in 9i. 
Thus 
f(X+Y)=f(X)+f(Y) if X,Y,X+YE%,. (*) 
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Moreover it is obvious that f(tX) = <f(X) for all X E 9?i and 5 E Q= with 
convention f(0) = 0. For every X = xu* E .%i where r = cy_i[iei and u = 
Cr=iqiei, we have X = Cy, j,i5iTjjEij and, by using the above (*) repeatedly, 
f(X) = f(51elu*) + f 
i i k tieiu* i=2 
= i f(tjeju*) 
i=l 
i,j=l i,j=l 
Now define a linear functional J, on M,(C) 
ET, j= ioi jf( E, j) and a linear map \k on M,(C) by 
‘l’(A) =@-‘(A) - $(A)Z for A 
For every X E .B’r, we then have #(X) = f(X) and \k(X) = F(X). This 
shows that 9 preserves rank 1 matrices. Hence, by virtue of [ll], there exist 
nonsingular matrices Q and S such that either 9(A) = QAS for all A E M,(C) 
or *(A) = QA’S for all A E M,(C). Suppose \k is of the first form. Since 
@(I) = I, we have 
cP(A)=Q-‘AS-‘+cp(A)Z for all A E M,(C), 
where q(e) = - $(Q-‘.S-‘). Letting A = I, we get Q-’ = (YS, where (Y = 
1 - q(Z), so that @(A) = &AS-’ + cp(A)Z and hence 
F(A) = n-‘(tr(@(A)) - atr(A)} for all A EM,(C). 
This shows that ‘p is invariant under any similarity transformation. Thus 
‘p = j3tr for some p E C, so that Cp has the form (ii) in Theorem 1.1. 
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Analogously, when 9 is of the second form, @ has the form (iii) in 
Theorem 1.1. n 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (when n = 2). Let @ be a similarity preserving 
linear bijection on M,(C) with (a(Z) = 1. As the Jordan canonical form of 
@(Err), the following two cases are considered: 
(a> WL) ” [: t]? (b) @(El,) ” [i j. 
We first show that the case (a) cannot occur. Suppose there exists a 
nonsingular matrix Q such that 
Since 
Q@(E2JQ-’ = Q@(Z- E,,)Q-‘= [’ 0 A 
we have 
-1 I l-h ’ 
and hence h = i. Define a similarity preserving linear map \k on M,(C) by 
q(A)=QcP(A)Q-‘-itr(A)Z for A E M,(C). 
Then 
‘P( a,E,, + a2E,) = 
a1 + a2 
-~ Z 
0 ___ 
2 
= 6% - “2K2 for ~,,(Y~EC, 
so that tr( ‘k( A)) = 0 and ‘k( A)2 = 0 for every Hermitian A E M,(C). Hence 
ran(*), the range of \k, is included in ker(tr). But, since ker(\k) = C I, 
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ran(*) is of codimension 1, so that ran(q) = ker(tr). On the other hand, for 
each Hermitian A, B E M,(C), we get ‘k(A)’ = ‘k(Z3)2 = +(A + Z?)2 = 0 and 
hence q( A)\k( B) + ‘k( B)\k( A) = 0, implying ‘k( A + iB)2 = 0. Therefore 
ker(tr) = ran( ‘k) c { X E M,(C) : X2 = 0} , 
a contradiction. 
We next consider the case (b). There exists a nonsingular matrix Q such 
that 
Here X # ZJ from @(El,) P CZ. Since 
we have 
and hence ZL = 1 - A, X # d. Define a similarity preserving linear map \k on 
M,(Q=) by 
WA)=& {Q@(A)QP’-(1-A)tr(A)Z} for AEM,( 
Then 
so that \k preserves trace and diagonalizabihty. Furthermore \k is bijective 
from X # f. Now let X E M,(C) be such that \k(X) = E,,. Since X is not 
diagonahzable and tr(X) = 0, we observe X 2 E,,. Therefore \k(E,,) 2 E,,. 
Because each rank 1 matrix in M,(C) is similar to either E,, or E,,, \k 
preserves rank 1 matrices. By [ll], there exist nonsingular matrices S, and S, 
such that either *(A) = S,AS, for all A E M2(C) or ‘P(A) = S,A’S, for all 
A E M,(C). Since \k(Z) E CZ, @ has one of the forms (ii) and (iii) in 
Theorem 1.1. n 
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2. UNITARY EQUIVALENCE PRESERVING LINEAR MAPS 
Let H,(C) denote the real space of all rr X n complex Hermitian matrices. 
For A, B E H,(C), we write A 2 B if A is unitarily equivalent to B. We say 
that a map a: H,(C) + H,(C) preserves unitary equivalence or is a unitary 
equivalence preserving map if A v B implies @(A) 2 a(B) for every A, B E 
H,(C). The next theorem characterizes unitary equivalence preserving linear 
maps on H,(C). The proof can be done in a manner similar to that of 
Theorem 1.1 and is indeed considerably easier. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let a’: H,(C) + H,(C) be a linear map. Then @ pre- 
serves unitary equivalence if and only if either there exists an A, E H,(C) 
such that 
(9 a(X) = tr(X)A,, fm all X E H,(Q=), 
or there exist a unitary matrix U and a, p E R such that @ has one of the 
following fm: 
(ii) cP(X)=&XU*+Ptr(X)Z ford X E H,(C), 
(iii) @(X)=cyUXtU*+/3tr(X)Z for all X E H,(C). 
Proof. Let 0 be a unitary equivalence preserving linear map on H,(C). 
It follows from the proof of Lemma 1.2 that either ker(@) c Iw Z or ker(@) 2 
ker(tr) n H,(C). So we may assume that ip is bijective. Since @(I) E R Z as in 
Lemma 1.4(l), we furthermore assume @(I) = 1. For A E H,(C), let 4YA = 
{BEH,(C):B~A~,~II e unitary orbit of A. Then &A is a smooth submani- 
fold in H,(C) = R” , and the tangent space T*%* to @A at A is given by 
T*%*= {[A,X]:XEM,(C), X*= -X}. 
We hence observe that if A 2 diag(cll,, . . . , a,,), then dim(TA’%*) over R is 
equal to the number of (i, j) with cxi # aj. Now let @(A) = E,,. Then, since 
@(T@J c %,,%,,, we get 
dim(T*‘%*) < dim( TE,,4YE,,) = 2n - 2. 
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Since A B (w Z (except the trivial case n = l), there exist a rank 1 Hermitian 
projection P and a,/3 E Iw with CYZ 0 such that A = aP +pZ. Define a 
unitary equivalence preserving map \k on H,(C) by 
*k(X) =&(X)+ptr(X)Z for X E H,(C). 
It follows from \k(P) = E,, that \k preserves rank 1 projections in H,(C). 
From the argument of spectral decompositions, we observe that q is a 
Jordan automorphism [i.e. +(X2) = ,k(X)2 for all X E H,(C)]. Thus, as is 
well known (see [S, Example 3.2.141 for instance), there exists a unitary 
matrix U such that either \k(X) = UXU* for ah X E H,(C) or q(X) = UXfU* 
for all X E H,(C). Therefore 0 has the desired form. n 
Let H,(IW) be the space of aII n X n real symmetric matrices. For 
A, B E H,(IW), A 2 B , means that A is orthogonally equivalent to B. 
Orthogonal equivalence preserving linear maps on Z-Z,@) are determined in 
the next theorem. We omit the proof, because it is almost the same as that of 
Theorem 2.1 (but, in the final step, use [13, Lemma l] for instance). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let a: H,(R) + H,(R) be a linear map. Then @ pre- 
serves orthogonal equivalence if and only if either there exists an A, E H,(R) 
such that 
(9 @(X) = tr(X)A, forall X E H,,(R), 
or there exist a real orthogonul matrix T and a, /3 E R such that 
(4 Q(X) =aTXT-‘+Ptr(X)Z for all X E H,(R). 
3. MAJORIZATION PRESERVING LINEAR MAPS 
For each A E H,(C), let A,( A) >, . . . > A,,( A) be the eigenvahres of A 
arranged in decreasing order. For A, B E H,(C), A is said to be submajor- 
iced by B (we write A 5 B) if Cf=ihi(A) < C:=rhi(B) for ah 16 k < n, and 
A is said to be major&d by B (we write A < Z?) if A 5 B and x7=,X,(A) = 
Cy=,xi(B) [i.e. tr(A) = tr(B)]. W e say that a map a: H,(C) -+ H,(C) 
preserves majorization [submajorization] or is a majorimtion [ submujori- 
z&ion] preserving map if A < B [A 5 B] implies @(A) < O(B) [@(A) 5 
Q(B)] for every A, B E H,(C). A majorization [submajorization] preserving 
map is also called strict2y [strongly] isotone in [l]. For instance, if f is a 
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monotone increasing and convex function on R, then the map A ++ f(A) 
preserves submajorization (see [l]). But the next theorem shows that, for 
linear maps on H,(C), the notion of majorization preserving coincides with 
that of unitary equivalence preserving. Consequently Theorem 2.1 is just the 
characterization of majorization preserving linear maps on H,(C). 
THEOFCEM~.~. For each linear map Cp on H,(C), the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) Cp preserves mujorization; 
(ii) A < B implies (P(A) 5 Q(B) f or every A, B E H,(C) (i.e. Cp is isotone 
PI); 
(iii) Q preserves unitary equivalence. 
Proof. It is obvious that (i) *(ii) *(iii). To show (iii) a(i), let A, B E 
H,(C) and A < B. Then there exist unitary matrices U, and sk > 0,l Q k < N, 
with x;=,S, = 1 such that A = Cf&&BU,* (See [I, Theorem 7.11). By (iii), 
there exist unitary matrices v, such that @(U,BU,*) = V@(B)V,*, 1 < k < N. 
Hence @(A) = cc= iskvk@( B)Vk*, implying @(A) < a(B). n 
Finally, submajorization preserving linear maps on H,(C) are determined 
in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let @: H,,(c) + H,(C) be a linear map. Then Q, pre- 
serves submujorization if and only if Q preserves unitary equivalence and is 
positive (i.e. Q(A) > 0 whenever A > 0). Consequently @ preserves submu- 
jorizution if and only if either 4) has the form (i) in Theorem 2.1 with A, > 0 
or @ has one of the forms (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 2.1 with a + /3 > 0 and 
p > 0. 
Proof. Suppose Q preserves submajorization. By Theorem 3.1, @ pre- 
serves unitary equivalence. Let A E H,,(c) and A > 0. Then, since - A < 0 
implies - A y 0, we get - @(A) 5 0, so that - X,(@(A)) = 
X,( - (P(A)) < 0. Hence A,(@( A)) > 0, showing Ca( A) > 0. Thus Q is posi- 
tive. The converse implication follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 and 
fact that A 5 B implies A < A’ + B for some A’ E H,,(C). Moreover the 
second assertion is easily seen from Theorem 2.1 and the first assertion. 
Indeed suppose Q, is of the form (ii) or (iii) in Theorem 2.1. We then have 
O(P)” diag(a+P,P,..., p) for every rank 1 projection P E H,(C). Hence, 
except the trivial case n = 1, @ is positive if and only if (Y + p > 0 and fi > 0. 
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